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Classical Lie Group Actions on 7r-Manifolds
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By
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§ 1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to prove some non existence theorems
of large group actions on certain 7r-manifolds. We write G for the
classical group SU(m + l) or Sp(m + l)5 and accordingly denote by
d the integer 2 or 4. Let M2dm~l be a (2dm — 1) -dimensional compact
connected 7r-manifold5 m^8. Suppose that the first Pontrjagin class
vanishes and its (dim — 1) -dimensional integral homology group has a
nontrivial cyclic subgroup of even or infinite order. Then we shall
prove that the manifold M2dm~l can not admit a nontrivial G-action
(Theorem 3 in Section 3).
Next, let M2""1 be a compact simply connected (2n — ^-dimensional 7r-manifold. Suppose that n ^ l O and its (n — 1) -dimensional
homology group is nonzero. Then we shall prove that the manifold
M2n~l can not admit a nontrivial 50(72 + 1) -action with exceptions of
the real Stiefel manifold Vn+li2 and a product manifold SnxXn~1,
where Xn~l is an O — 1) -dimensional simply connected 7r-manifold
without boundary (Theorem 4 in Section 3).
Further we shall apply these results to study group actions on
sphere bundles over spheres (Corollaries to Theorems).

§ 2. Preliminaries
We write G for SU(m + l) or Sp(m + l), and denote by d the
integer 2 or 4 in case of G = SU(m + l) or Sp(m + l) respectively.
Let M be a smooth G-manifold. Write Gx for the isotropy group of
and (G*)0 for the identity component of Gx. First we have
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Proposition 1 (cf. Remark 2.2 in [3]). Let M2dm~l be a (2dm1)-dimensional smooth x-manifold, where m^8.
Suppose that the
first Pontrjagin class of M2dm~\ P^M2*"-1) vanishes. If G acts non
trivially on M2dm~l, then any quotient GX/(GX)Q, x^M2dm~l contains
no element of order 2.
Proof.

By Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 in [3], any (GJ 0 is conjugate
o
to a standard subgroup SF(k) for some k^—-(m + l)} where SF(k)
o
denotes SU(k) or Sp(fc) respectively. On the other hand we have
dim SF(m + l)/SF(k)^2dm — l, then k = m or m + l.
Suppose that
Gx/(Gx)Q contains an element go of order 2, then we have a group
>
extension 1
>(G,)o
H
>Z 2 (^ 0 )
>1 with HC.GX. We write
r(M) and u for the tangent vector bundle of a manifold M and the
normal bundle of the embedding G/GxdM.
We have a covering
map p : G/H=Pd(m+»~l
> G/(G,), where P«*+»-i denotes the
(d(m + l) —1)-dimensional real projective space. Consider the commutative diagram

p*c«+i)-i _^_>

G/GX.

By the proof of Theorem 10 in [1], we can conclude that any
principal isotropy subgroup is conjugate to SF(m)s because any
principal orbit must be a Tr-manifold, where we notice that since
(G*)o i§ conjugate to SF(m), the dimensional restriction in the
theorem above is not necessary. Since M2dm~l is a Tr-manifold, we
have T(G/Gx)@u@0R = 2dm0R, where 6R denotes the trivial real line
bundle.
Then we have T(Pd(m+»-l)@plu®6R = 2dm6R. We have
>
G/(GOo = 5 rd(m+1) ~ 1 . The principal isotropy representation (GJ 0
j}d(m-D js ^riviai? then by the differentiable slice theorem, we have
^GXc/J^-^CG/CGJo) xKDd(m~l\ where K denotes G,/(GJ 0 . Since
H/(GX)Q=Z2)

we have a commutative diagram

pd(m+l)-l

Let the representation Z2

>

G/GX.

>O(d(m — 1)) in plv be given by ( —Ifl) X
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(76), then plv=as@bOR and r(Pd^m+l^1} ®plv@0R = (d(m
b6R = 2dm0R, where f denotes the canonical line bundle over p*<*+v-\
Therefore (d(ro + l) +a) (£-1) =0 in KO(Pd(m+l^1) =Z^ where

/^

£

d(;w + l ) / 2 - L On the other hand d(m + \) +a^2dm<2 for d = 2, 4
and m^8, which is a contradiction. Thus we have proved the
proposition.
For an abelian group M, wre say that M holds the property (P)
if M does not contain Z 2fe (& = 0, 1, • • • ) as a subgroup, where Z0 denotes
the infinite cyclic group Z, we have
Lemma8 Let Ml —^—> M2 - > M3 &e <2?z £.£ac£ sequence of finitely
generated abelian groups. Suppose that M1 and M3 hold the property
(P), then M2 holds the property (P).
Proof. Evidently, M2 does not contain the group Z as a subgroup.
Suppose that M2Z)Z2fe for some k. We restrict /3 on Z2k) say fi\Z2k
and write H for the kernel of ^|Z 2Jfe . Then Z2k/H is isomorphic to a
subgroup of M3. Since M3 holds the property (P), H is isomorphic
to Z2£ for some /.
By the exactness, Ml admits a finite cyclic
subgroup K such that a(K)=H. Then K is isomorphic to Z2n for
some n which contradicts to the assumption.
Next we have
Proposition 2. Let M2dm~l be a (Um — I}- dimensional compact
G-manifold such that jH rffn _ 1 (M 2dwi ~ 1 , Z) contains a cyclic subgroup Z2Jb
where k is an integer. Suppose that (GJ 0 ^ conjugate to SF(rn)
or SF(m + l) and GX/(GX\ is a cyclic group of odd order for each
x^M2dm~\ Then Gx is connected for each x^M2dm~\
Proof. If the fixed point set F is not empty, we choose a closed
invariant tublar neighborhood C7(F) of F. We put L(q) = {x^M2dm~1',
Gx/(Gx)Q = Zq, #>!}.
Let Z?., i = l, 2, • • • , s be all of nontrivial cyclic
groups GX/(GX)Q) and assume that <3 f i^>^ 2 ^ > "'^ > ^s- We write M0 for
M2dm~l-lnt C7(F), then L^qJ =MQnL(ql) is an invariant closed
submanifold of M0, and we can choose a closed invariant tublar
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neighborhood t/(Xi(<?i)) of I/iC^i). Inductively we have an invariant
closed submanifold Li^(qi+l) = M{ C\L(qi+1) of M,- and a closed invariant
tublar neighborhood U(Li+1(qi+1)) with Mz-+1 = Mf — Int(C/CA-+i(^+i))) 5
z=0 3 1, • • • , 5 — 1. We shall begin by proving that Hdm^(Ms) holds the
property (P) and finally prove that fl^.^M2*11"1) holds the property
(P). We have a fibre space Ld(m+1^l(qi)
>L £ ($,-)
>^(L,.(^)),
where Ld(m+l}-l(q^ is the lens space 5d(lfl+1)-V^. and TT denotes the
orbit map M2^-1 > M2dw-VG. Since dim L £ (g £ ) ^2dm-l -1 ([6]),
we have dim 7r(L z -(^)) ^2dm-2- (d(m + l) -1) = r f w - d - l .
We
have the homology spectral sequence
£i6 = H.Or(L f .(<7,0), Ht(L*^-i(qi»=*E-j9

and

It is known that
Z?. for b = l, 3,
Hb(L ~ '* (q{)}=-Z
for & = 0, d(m + \} — 1,
d(m rl

l

0

otherwise.

Since £is=H B (C # (7r(L | .C^)(8)H 6 CL d( » +1) - 1 (g f .))) J we can see that
Ht(Li(qi))holds the property (P) for dm—d^t<^dm + d — 2. Consider
the exact sequence

By Poincare Lefschetz duality and universal coefficient theorem, we
have
<?,.) ) , 3 C7CL, fa) ) ) « Hta ( I7(Lf fa) ) ) « H*" (^ («,-) ) ,
and a short exact sequence
0 - > Ext (#,„_! (L, (g;) ) , Z) - >H<~ (L;fa)) - >
Horn (Hdm(Lt fa)), 2) - > 0.
Since Hdm^l(Li(qi)) and Hdm(Li(qi)') hold the property C-P), Horn
(H.taCL.fa)), Z)=0, and ExtCH^.jC^fa)), 2) holds the property
(P), where we use the relation Ext(Zw Z)~Zn n = l, 2, •••. Therefore
by the lemma and the exact sequence (*) above,
Hdm,2(dU(Li(qi))
holds the property (P). Next consider thefibrespace 5«"1+"-1 - >
Ms - >ff(M,), then dim n(Ms~) =2dm-l - (d(m + l) -1) = d ( m - l ) .
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Therefore the associated homology spectral sequence shows that
H < f W -i(^(M a ))=H r f m _ 1 (M s )=0.
Consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact
sequence for the couple (Ms, C7(L s (g s ))) ?

then by the lemma we see that the property (P) holds for Jf£?
Inductively, we see that the property (P) holds for H dm _ 1 (M 0 ). We
have afibrespace SN - > 3U(F) - >F for some N^ d(m + \) -1,
then dim F^d(m-l) -1 and Hdm.2(F) = 0, therefore Hdm_2(3U(F)) =
0. Thus the property (P) holds for J4 fl _ 1 (M aZlfI ~ 1 ), which contradicts
to the assumption Z2kc:Hdm_l(M2dm-1).
§ 38 Non Existence Theorems
In this section we use the same notations G, d, SF(ri) and Z2k as
ones in Section 2. First we have
Theorem 30 Le£ M2dm~l be a (2dm— •!) -dimensional compact connected n-manifold, m^8. Suppose that P^M2^"1) =0 and Hdm^(M2dm'1}
contains a subgroup Z2k, then M2dm~l can not admit a nontrivial Gaction.
Proof. For any isotropy group Gx, we have
the normalizer of (G,)0, and Gx/(Gx)Q^Sd~l.
When G =
up to conjugacy, a non cyclic finite subgroup of S3 = SU(2')
of
(b.d.)
(b.t.}
(&.o.)
(b.i.)

is one

D;H=[X, y ; ^
T*={x, y ; x2
O* = {j:, 3; ; x2
I* ={x, y ; x2

Then each group above contains a normal subgroup Z2(x2). Therefore by Proposition 1, these groups can not be contained in GX/(GX)Q.
Hence by the proofs of propositions 1 and 2, we can assume that
the orbit types are SF(m + l) /SF(m} and possibly fixed points. By
2 of Chapter IV in [3], the orbit space B = M2dm~l/G is a d(m-l)dimensional manifold possibly with boundary 3B = F and we have a
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sphere bundle Sd(m+»~l - >£(£) - > B with N(SF(m))/SF(m) as the
structure group, further M2dm~l = E(£) U U(F).
From the homology
spectral sequence associated with the sphere bundle above, we see
that Hdm^l(E(^) =0. Consider the Mayer- Vietoris exact sequence

Since Hdm.l(U(^=Hdm.1(F)=OandHdm.2(dU(^=Q
(cf. the proof
2
1
of Proposition 2), we have H^^CM *"" ) =0, which contradicts to
the assumption.
Corollary to Theorem 3. Let Sdm~l - >E - > Sdm be a sphere
bundle, where m^.8 and the total space E is a n-manifold, then E
can not admit a nontrivial G-action.
Proof. If the total space E is homotopically equivalent to Sdm X
S ~ , then the assumption in the theorem 3 is satisfied and the
corollary is obtained.
Now we consider a nontrivial bundle E.
Write r for the class of the characteristic map for the tangent bundle
of Sdm and o for a generator of ^_!(5O(40) which gives rise to a
generator of the stable group ^^(SO). For X^^m-iC-SOCw)), we
denote by £(%) the sphere bundle with % as the class of characteristic
maps. By 5.5 and 5.6 in [5], when m is odd and dm^2, E(%) is
a 7r-manifold if and only if l = kr for some integer &, further, when
m is even and dm^=4} 8, £(%) is a 7r-manifold if and only if % = &r +
2k£a for some integers k, /. I^tt p:SO(dm} - > Sdm~l be the canonical
projection. By 23. 4 in [7], £*(r) =2^«_i, therefore by 3. 4 in [4]
has a cell complex structure Sdm~1^ 2kldm_edm[^ e2dm~\ and #*„
Z2jfe. Thus by Theorem 3 we obtain the corollary.
dm l

Remark 1. When the bundle is trivial and d = 2, the corollary is
obtained from (a) of the theorem 2. 1 in [8].
Remark 2. The referee has kindly pointed out that we can prove
the corollary to Theorem 3 without the assumption that the total
space E(y) is a 7r-manifold.
Now we consider 5O(rc + l) -actions.

Then we have
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Theorem 4. Let M2n~l be a compact simply connected (2n — V)dimensional re- manifold. Suppose that the integral homology group
Hn^(M2n~l) ^0 and n^lO. Then M2n~l can not admit a nontrivial
SO(n + l} -action with exceptions of the real Stiefel manifold Vn+li2
and a product manifold SnxXn~1, where Xn~l is an (n-l)-dimensional simply connected manifold ivithout boundary.
Proof. Assume that M2n~l admits a nontrivial SO(n + l) -action.
By the theorem II and the remark in [2], we have M2n~l = d(Dn+1 X
X"-1), where Dn+l is an (n + l)-disk and Xn~l is an (w-1) -dimensional simply connected manifold possibly with boundary.
(1) Suppose that 3X^=6. Consider the homology exact sequence
-

> Hn (Dn+1 x Xn~\ Af2"-1) -- > Hn

We have Hn(Dn+l X Xn~\ M2n~1} ~ Hn(Sn+l/\(Xn~l/dXn-1)) = 0, and
flB_1(D-+1xX"-1)^JHB_1(Xf|-1)=0,
then Hn^(M2n~1} =0, which is a
contradiction.
(2) Suppose that dX=& then we have M2n~l = SH X Xn~\ which
is an exceptional case.
Corollary to Theorem 4. Let Sn~l - >E - >Sn be a sphere bundle,
where n^W and the total space E is a TC- manifold.
Then E can
not admit a nontrivial SO(n + I) -action with exceptions of Vn+L2 and
a trivial bundle.
Proof. For even n, the corollary is obtained from the proof of
the corollary to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. Now we consider the
case n is odd. By 5. 4 in [5], E is a ^-manifold only if E is the
Stiefel manifold Vn+li2, or a trivial bundle. Then we have the corollary.
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